Thank You!

- Thanks to the ISOC Board
- Identity Change
- Joint Policy Action Team
- Meetings since Dallas
- New Meeting Plans
ISOC Organizational Members

- Now that there is an ISOC Chapter Advisory Council...
- The “ISOC AC” is now the ISOC OMAC
- The chairs of the OMAC would like to establish a mechanism to share information
  - Chapter members are invited to OMAC meetings

Joint Policy Action Team

- Well attended virtual meetings
- Two initiatives underway
  - Pervasive Encryption
  - WSIS+10 Review support
- Many ideas in the pipeline
  - Need champions to drive
Meetings since Dallas

- ISOC OMAC – ISOC Staff meetings
- Virtual meeting of the JPAT
- Buenos Aires ICANN luncheon

New Meeting Plan

- Prague meeting (@IETF)
  - Pervasive Security focus
- Yokohama meeting (@IETF)
  - Asia region/Japan focused meeting
- Virtual Meetings of JPAT
- IGF
- Idea is to have...
  - ISOC OMAC face-to-face meetings at other venues (not just IETF meetings)
  - Have brainstorming and discussion sessions that are topic focused
  - Use Virtual meetings for updates
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Thanks!